
Existence is a strange thing, so strange that even philosophers have struggled to
explain it. And yet existence is not just a philosophical question. It may instead be one
of those fundamental questions that we ought to get right to get other things right. If
we have no clue why things exist or how they exist, then we may just be clueless about
a lot of other things. So give existence a moment’s thought.

At one end of the spectrum, some
say that things exist only in our
imaginations, that all the world is
but a fantasy. That supposition
was, after all, one of the premises
of the Matrix film series. A
person who believes that only
their own mind exists is
something like a solipsist. At the
spectrum’s other end, many

believe that things exist entirely independent of any thought, design, purpose, or
imagination. In that materialist view, mind matters not at all. Things exist entirely
independent of us, the universe’s human observers. How we think about the nature of
existence, of so-called reality, tends to swing between those two polls, either
subjective or objective. It’s either all up to us because everything is just how we think
of it, or it’s not up to us at all because everything unfolds no matter whether we think
of it.

The Bible may actually help us take a middle view, a balanced view of existence. The
Bible always gives us the correct view, if we can discern properly what it is telling us.
And the Bible does hint at when we can say something exists. When in Genesis God
spoke things into existence, day after day, he may not have been magically taking
nothing and turning it into something. That’s the way a pure materialist might think
about existence. Nor was God imagining something where nothing existed. That’s the
way a pure solipsist might think. God was instead separating things, organizing things,
giving order and design where only chaos had reigned. Existence is thus neither solely
a material nor solely a mental condition. Existence is instead God’s patterning of an
otherwise entirely chaotic world. Things thus exist when we, God’s intermediaries, can
identify them within God’s world. Identity has a lot to do with existence, in the ancient
cosmological way of understanding the world.


